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Abstract

The need for increased application performance in high-integrity sys-
tems like those in avionics is on the rise as software continues to imple-
ment more complex functionalities. The prevalent computing solution for
future high-integrity embedded products are multi-processors systems-on-
chip (MPSoC) processors. MPSoCs include CPU multicores that enable
improving performance via thread-level parallelism. MPSoCs also include
generic accelerators (GPUs) and application-specific accelerators. How-
ever, the data processing approach (DPA) required to exploit each of these
underlying parallel hardware blocks carries several open challenges to en-
able the safe deployment in high-integrity domains. The main challenges
include the qualification of its associated runtime system and the dif-
ficulties in analyzing programs deploying the DPA with out-of-the-box
timing analysis and code coverage tools. In this work, we perform a
thorough analysis of vector extensions (VExt) in current COTS proces-
sors for high-integrity systems. We show that VExt prevent many of the
challenges arising with parallel programming models and GPUs. Unlike
other DPAs, VExt require no runtime support, prevent by design race
conditions that might arise with parallel programming models, and have
minimum impact on the software ecosystem enabling the use of existing
code coverage and timing analysis tools. We develop vectorized versions of
neural network kernels and show that the NVIDIA Xavier VExt provide a
reasonable increase in guaranteed application performance of up to 2.7x.
Our analysis contends that VExt are the DPA approach with arguably
the fastest path for adoption in high-integrity systems.
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1 Introduction

Improving guaranteed and average performance of applications on high-performance
embedded platforms is an emerging challenge across all real-time high-integrity
domains. This is driven by the increasing use of software applications to control
complex safety-related functionalities that involves handling large amounts of
data and implementing complex artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms [12, 25,
28]. MPSoCs comprising GPUs and/or othe specific accelerators are the key
hardware technology used to provide the required performance levels. At the
software level, several DPAs exploit the computing capabilities of the underlying
parallel hardware to provide the required increased performance.

Thread-level parallelism (on multicore processors) is a DPA that introduces
disruptive changes in high-integrity software design, development and verifi-
cation: multi-threaded applications can introduce race conditions and require
changes to the consolidated timing analysis and code coverage tools to be
supported [63, 45, 46, 17]. Furthermore, parallel programming models (e.g.,
OpenMP) require time to analyze and qualify their associated runtime system
for thread management. In fact, data sharing among threads commonly builds
on hardware-supported coherence, which is a major challenge for timing analysis
[57, 23, 56].

GPUs are another DPA that brings its own certification challenges. Very
little information is disclosed by GPU manufacturers about the internal func-
tioning of the GPU’s hardware or software [1], which makes GPU timing analysis
an open challenge. Consequently, despite the numerous reverse engineering and
characterization efforts that have studied GPU’s internals [68, 2, 43, 11], no out-
of-the-box timing analysis tool currently supports GPUs. Also, general-purpose
computing languages such as CUDA, OpenCL, HIP [44], and Vulkan [13] on
GPUs bring additional certification issues due to the use of pointers and dy-
namic memory allocation, violating guidelines for high-integrity systems such
as MISRA-C. This hampers their certification [62]. On the other hand, certified
graphics and vision APIs, e.g., OpenGL SC 2 and OpenVX SC, have been used
for the acceleration of general-purpose computations on GPUs [9], but they have
their own limitations: the timing aspects of these languages are largely ignored
by their specifications [3], which compounds the limited information about the
GPU hardware to derive tight WCET estimates for GPUs.

This work explores a complementary DPA to increase application perfor-
mance: vector extensions (VExt). VExt implement vector/SIMD (single-instruction
multiple-data) processing with which the same operation is performed indepen-
dently and simultaneously on several pieces of data1. Modern processors na-
tively support VExt via vector/SIMD instructions in the Instruction Set Archi-
tecture (ISA), like Arm’s NEON VExt, including processors under evaluation for
their use in high-integrity systems, e.g. the NXP’s T2080 [20] in avionics or the
NVIDIA’s Xavier [41] in automotive. Furthermore, a wide range of time-critical

1In Sections 2 and 4 we respectively introduce and discuss the properties of two related
technologies to VExt for high-integrity systems, namely, scalable vector extensions (scalable
VExt) and vector co-processors (VCOP), whose main related works we describe in Section 6.
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applications (such as Autonomous Driving) include several processes with var-
ious execution time granularities[50]: the processing data of some applications
are too small to be efficiently computed with a GPU or other accelerators but
are performance-critical amenable for parallelization. However, to our knowl-
edge, while VExt incur no extra cost in hardware development and validation
as they are already present in processors for real-time systems, they are not yet
exploited in high-integrity systems. This is mainly due to the lack of under-
standing of certification implications of vectorized code and the qualification of
the support tools required to that end. In order to cover this gap, we perform
the following contributions:

1. We carry out a thorough analysis, via key relevant metrics for high-
integrity systems, of the main limiting factors for the certification of soft-
ware using other DPA and the necessary tool qualification (Section 3).

2. We show that VExt provide advantages in all these metrics (Section 4), in-
cluding the following: (i) VExt require no runtime support to reduce qual-
ification costs. (ii) VExt build on easy-to-qualify vector built-in types and
compiler constructs, which simplify achieving MISRA-C compliance. (iii)
VExt build on hardware no more complex than regular scalar hardware
and (iv) prevent race conditions that can arise with parallel programming
models, while (v) enabling the use of out-of-the-box code coverage tools,
(vi) VExt are compatible with out-of-the-box measurement-based tools,
and (vii) VExt present no major roadblock for their adoption by static
timing analysis.

3. Using the Arm NEON VExt, we develop vectorized versions of two rep-
resentative neural network kernels widely used for autonomous operation.
We show how commercial and qualified timing analysis and code coverage
tools can analyze these vectorized versions without requiring any change
and reporting no compatibility issue. This allows us to collect software
timing and coverage results, respectively. Results show that we achieve
full code coverage and competitive performance improvements for the vec-
torized neural network kernels, up to 2.7x in the Jetson Xavier AGX, over
non-vectorized versions (Section 5).

Overall, we contend that in the short term, VExt are the DPA with the
fastest path for adoption in high-integrity systems and achieving good perfor-
mance improvements. In the long term, VExt are compatible with any other
DPA, though this depends on the time it takes the different paradigms to reach
certification. As an illustrative example, we show how OpenMP and VExt can
be combined to exploit SIMD and thread-level parallelism, reaching performance
improvements of up to 12x over baseline scalar single-threaded versions of neural
network kernels (Section 5).

The rest of this work is structured as follows: Section 2 provides some ba-
sic background on vector computing. Section 3 compares different DPA with
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relevant metrics for high-integrity systems. In Section 4, we develop VExt ad-
vantages for real-time systems using those metrics. In Section 5, we assess the
performance benefits of VExt for several representative neural network kernels.
Section 6 and 7 present the related works and conclusions, respectively.

2 Background on Vector Extensions

2.1 Introduction

VExt (SIMD processing) perform the same operation on multiple data simulta-
neously. A scalar instruction acts on one piece of data at a time, while a single
vector instruction can act on several pieces of data at the same time, as shown in
Figure 1. Hence, VExt exploit data-level parallelism but not concurrency. VExt
are consistently supported across processor generations by all major vendors, so
they can be deemed as COTS consolidated technology. This is fundamental in
high-integrity domains where industry seeks to exploit consolidated hardware
technologies, as opposed to hardware features that can be removed in future
processor generations due to the software’s high development costs.

For instance, Intel included x86 processors support for Streaming SIMD
Extensions (SSE) that was followed by Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX).
Arm also introduced an advanced SIMD extension called NEON, which is a
combined 64- and 128-bit data SIMD instruction set. Other chip vendors also
provide SIMD vector extensions like IBM’s AIX and NXP’s Altivec. While
each VExt architecture/implementation has its own instruction set, width and
capabilities, they all have a common substrate, as shown next.
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Figure 1: Example of a scalar operation vs. vector operation.

Vector extensions are exposed to software via vector instructions in the ISA
that use architectural vector registers on which vector instructions operate. A
vector instruction has the same format as any other scalar instruction compris-
ing operation code, source register(s), and a destination register. These are
software-visible vector architectural registers. Vector instructions operate on
long operands that may contain different values of different sizes 8 bits, 16 bits,
32, and 64 bits and types (e.g., integer and floating-point). Vector load/store
instructions operate at these different granularities.
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2.2 Hardware Implementation

At the hardware level, vector instructions are fetched and decoded as regular
scalar operations. In Figure 2, the instruction fetch stage comprises the instruc-
tion cache and MMU, and branch prediction logic which operates seamlessly
on scalar and vector instructions. Instructions go to the instruction buffer that
decouples the fetch logic from the rest of the pipeline. Instructions are then
decoded and renamed to remove read-after-write and write-after-write depen-
dencies. Next, they are dispatched to a different issue queue (IQ). In all these
processes, there is no difference between scalar and vector operations.

Figure 2: Reference Processor Pipeline with support for VExt

Processors supporting vector operations have a vector pipeline (see the bot-
tom part in Figure 2) in the same way they have the integer, floating-point,
and load/store pipeline (top part of Figure 2). The vector pipeline starts with
the vector IQ, where instructions are held until their input operands are ready.
When this happens, instructions are sent to the reservation stations (RS). In the
vector pipeline, there can be several types of vector functional units (VFU) to
execute simple vector integer operations: vector simple integer unit (VSIU) to
execute short-latency instructions (addition, subtraction, maximum, minimum,
comparisons, etc.), vector complex integer unit (VCIU) to execute complex and
longer-latency operations (multiplication and multiplication/addition), vector
floating-point unit (VFPU) to execute vector float operations. This matches the
structure of the scalar integer and floating-point pipelines that have their own
functional units (FU). For memory operations, vector load/store units (VLSU)
execute vector accesses to cache/memory, similar to the scalar LSU unit. Note
that in Figure 2 VLSU/LSU are shown as the regular VFU/FU accessing the
cache system block. After execution, results are consolidated in the vector
register file, which keeps vector registers (e.g., 32) plus the vector rename reg-
isters. Vector and scalar operations are kept in the reorder buffer to provide a
safe save/recovery from interrupts, precise exception management and maintain
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program execution order.
Overall, there are no major differences in the semantics of scalar and vector

operations, besides, of course, that the latter operate on several pieces of data.
Scalar and vector operations share part of the pipeline, notably the part related
to the control flow, which simplifies timing analysis and code coverage of vector
programs.

2.3 Scalable VExt and Vector Co-Processors (VCOP)

The nominal notion of VExt implies that the vector sizes exposed in the ISA
define the size of the vector registers and VFU (e.g. ARM’s NEON and x86’s
AVX).

In terms of Scalable VExt, recently Arm has introduced Scalable Vector
Extension (SVE) [59] and RISC-V the Vector Extension [49] which provide a
vector-length agnostic abstraction so that the data processed by vector instruc-
tions do not need to match the size of the vector register and the VFU. In that
case, the execution of a vector instruction is not done at once, but it is ‘chunked’
according to the vector register size with vector chunks executed sequentially.

Vector co-processor (VCOP), unlike VExt that are integrated as an addi-
tional execution path within the data path of the main processor, are external
to the processor and it is paired with it. To that end, the cpu processor sends
vector decoded instructions to a buffer the VCOP which dequeues, executes
them, and send the results back. Note that the RISC-V Vector Extension can
be implemented both as SIMD as well as VCOP [49].

The main insight and conclusions we develop for VExt apply to both scalable
VExt and VCOP (we further develop on this in Section 4.6). The main reason
for our choice of VExt is that it is a technology which has existed for decades and
that is now consolidated, with processors undergoing a certification process in
avionics, like the NXP T2080 [51] and the Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ [67] already
featuring VExt in their CPUs.

3 Other DPAs

Next, we assess the readiness of several DPAs in high-integrity domains. The
comparison in Table 1 covers relevant metrics for hardware support and soft-
ware ecosystem around each approach, in line with high-integrity systems’ cer-
tification guidance documents such as DO-178C [54] (software), CAST-32A [14]
(multicore-related aspects), and DO330 [55] (tool qualification) for avionics;
and ISO 26262 [27] for automotive and tool qualification. We use the following
metrics:

(M1) compliance with the MISRA-C coding standard;

(M2) changes required to out of the box (OOB) timing analysis tools/techniques
to analyze software programmed with the considered data processing paradigm;

(M3) changes required to OOB code coverage tools;
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(M4) whether race conditions can arise;

(M5) whether a runtime software is required and

(M6) it is open, in case it is not certified;

(M7) the analyzability of required hardware to simplify deriving tight WCET
estimates;

(M8) programming model required to achieve the acceleration;

(M9) the existence of widely-used libraries accelerated using the data process-
ing approach that reduces development and certification cost if they are
already used for autonomous systems.

More in detail, the relevance of these metrics lies on the fact that for embed-
ded high-performance critical systems, software must adhere to safety standards
and best industrial practices for design, validation and verification (V&V), in
line with the usual V development model illustrated in Figure 3. For instance,
(M5) and (M6) relate to the architectural design of the software part of the
system, which will change depending on whether a runtime is used or not. (M1)
relates to the coding guidelines when implementing software units, and (M8)
and (M9) to performance-related implementation choices. (M7) is related to
the hardware implementation in general, and to the hardware platform selec-
tion in particular. Finally, (M2), (M3) and (M4) relate to software and system
testing activities intended to validate that the system design adheres to its spec-
ifications.

Figure 3: Metrics defined in this work in relation to the standard V system
development model (design and verification on the left, implementation at the
bottom and, testing/validation on the right) for systems with safety require-
ments like automotive [27].

3.1 Multicore Programming Models (OpenMP/pthreads/MTAPI)

For single-node shared-memory systems, OpenMP is the de facto programming
model for high-performance computing. As such, it is also evaluated for high-
integrity systems to exploit multicore capabilities. There are mainly two ap-
proaches for its adoption in high-integrity domains:
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Table 1: Comparison of data processing methodologies using metrics of interest
for high-integrity systems. ‘*’ indicates that only some of the implementations
provide this feature, but not in the general case.

Data Processing Paradigm
ID Feature OpenMP/pthreads/MTAPI CUDA/HIP/OpenCL/Vulkan OpenGLSC2/OpenVXC Vector
M1 MISRA-C compliance 7 7 3 3
M2 OOB timing analysis tools 7 7 7 3
M3 OOB coverage tools 7 3* 7 3
M4 Avoids race conditions 7 3 3 3
M5 Needs no/simple runtime 7 7 7 3
M6 Open runtime (if any) 3 3* 7 -
M7 Easy-to-predict hardware 7 7 7 3
M8 Long/Complex Code 7 3 7 3
M9 Commonly used libraries 3 3* 7 3

1. reusing the OpenMP specification and implementation for mainstream
systems, i.e., as it is currently defined in its standard. However, this fails
to cover many requirements for high-integrity systems [53, 36].

2. defining a high-integrity OpenMP specification. While the creation of an
OpenMP standard for high-integrity systems has been going on for several
years, there is no draft standard available. This is partially due to the fact
that a high-integrity version is not going to be compatible with the core
OpenMP specification [53]. For example, the core OpenMP standard does
not define what should be the expected functional behavior when an error
occurs during the execution of a parallel region [66]. While such features
cannot be disregarded in the specification of the high-integrity version of
the standard, their introduction will also cause compatibility issues. A
compromise is still far from being achieved.

OpenMP’s runtime system is responsible for thread management for the par-
allel processing (M5) and it is usually open-source, since it is an integral part of
the GCC compiler suite (libgomp) (M6). For use in high-integrity systems, run-
times need to be qualified according to the applicable functional safety standard
and support documents. Recently, there have been some research proposals in
this direction [53, 36]. However, to our knowledge, the code of those solutions
is neither publicly available nor qualified for use in the industry yet. In addi-
tion, none of the available runtimes are developed following safety standards or
programming guidelines for high-integrity systems (M1), and therefore they are
not qualified either.

Also, OpenMP programmers can indicate the number of threads for a pro-
gram. However, this is taken simply as a recommendation and the particular
OpenMP implementation is free to select larger values. This creates issues
regarding the control of the OpenMP program’s execution, which affects its
verification (M4).

Although general-purpose profilers work properly with OpenMP programs,
no out-of-the-box (OOB) qualified code coverage tool supports it yet (M3).
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OpenMP programs are not MISRA-C compliant (M1) and since the OpenMP
runtime is not written to comply with safety standards, it is hard to achieve
100% code coverage [53].

Parallel programming models, including OpenMP, exhibit fundamental dif-
ferences with respect to sequential programming, mainly in the capability of
concurrently sharing the same data across runtime entities. The necessary syn-
chronization/communication primitives are typically designed for average per-
formance and high throughput, at the expense of predictability and analysabil-
ity [45, 46, 36]. This results in programs difficult to analyze with either static
or dynamic approaches (M2). Also, as a shared memory programming model,
OpenMP relies on hardware cache coherence between data caches and other
local memories to simplify data sharing (M7). However, several works have
demonstrated that cache coherence complicates the timing analysis of real-time
systems. Consequently, several hardware mechanisms and real-time specific pro-
tocols have been proposed [23][29][58], but they have not been adopted in COTS
processors yet.

On the positive side, OpenMP provides a good level of abstraction that does
not require the programmer to use low-level device-specific features to obtain
high performance (M8), reducing the possibility to get deadlocks or race con-
ditions (M4) – frequent in alternative low-level multicore programming models
such as pthreads and its lightweight counterpart, MTAPI, which has been ex-
plored by the European Space Agency for exploiting multicore processors in
space [24]. Moreover, there are many available commonly-used libraries pro-
grammed with OpenMP (M9) such as ATLAS.

3.2 General-Purpose/Compute GPUs (CUDA/HIP/OpenCL/Vulkan)

In order to enable the use of GPUs in high-integrity systems, two paths can be
followed: through a compute API, such as CUDA, or a graphics/vision API.
Compute APIs are the most widely used ones in general-purpose computing,
since they are easier to use (M8) because race conditions are easy to manage
(M4). The reason is that thanks to the single instruction, multiple threads
(SIMT) programming model followed by GPU programming models, the same
instruction is executed by all threads, and therefore race conditions can be
simply avoided by using atomic operations on memory positions that are written
by multiple threads and by the use of synchronization primitives among multiple
threads when shared memory is used. However, this does not translate into
easy (direct) adoption for high-integrity systems due to other blocking issues
described below.

Compute APIs include the proprietary CUDA language and implementation
from NVIDIA and the open-source language HIP from AMD, which has nearly
identical syntax with CUDA. OpenCL has an open specification with both open
and closed source implementations. This is also true for Vulkan, which is a
low-level API appropriate for both computing and graphics. However, as a low-
level API, Vulkan requires a significant amount of complex code to be written,
even for a simple operation. This makes it difficult to master, error-prone, and
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increases the cost of certification of the application code (M8).
An important limitation of GPU compute data processing paradigms is com-

pliance with safety standards and programming guidelines like MISRA-C, as
they depend on pointers and dynamic memory allocations (M1) [62]. In addi-
tion, their runtime systems are not developed with safety in mind (M5), and
they are based on massive and complex code bases that hamper their tool qual-
ification.

Also to our knowledge only one provider has a qualified tool for CUDA code
coverage [64](M3). In addition, GPUs experience significant delays depending
on the data access patterns of these 32/64 elements (absence of memory co-
alescing) or when threads take different execution paths (control divergence),
complicating timing analysis (M7).

In addition, no commercial timing analysis suites have support for timing
analysis of GPUs (M2) either. This is partly because GPU hardware signifi-
cantly lacks available technical information compared to CPU hardware used
in high-integrity systems. In particular, GPU implementation details are not
available in sufficient detail neither at hardware nor at the software level. In
fact, there are several works in the real-time literature that focus on reverse-
engineering the behavior of GPUs [68, 2, 43, 11]. For this reason, GPUs are
used mostly as black boxes, preventing the availability of open runtime sys-
tems. Even in the case that an open specification exists (eg. OpenCL, Vulkan)
for a given GPU and an open-source driver/runtime, such as in the case of
AMD GPUs, this does not necessarily mean that important hardware details
are revealed. Therefore, the construction of an accurate model for static timing
analysis is not possible nor scales well with the hardware complexity (M7). The
use of measurement-based timing analysis methods is also challenging on GPUs
since they have complex architectures, which result in complex event interac-
tions, potentially leading to high variability, as well as the inability to control
low-level sources of jitter without knowledge about the hardware.

On the other hand, all general-purpose GPU languages, except for Vulkan,
include widely used libraries such as cuBLAS, clBLAS, and hipBLAS (M9).
Moreover, some OpenCL and Vulkan implementations have open-source versions
of their implementations for some GPUs, such as the ones from AMD (M6).
However, a specific problem faced in the case of HIP is that the source code
is evolving very fast (being still under active development) with the effect of
increasing its maintenance cost [44].

3.3 Graphics/Vision APIs (OpenGL SC 2 / OpenVX SC)

In addition to compute APIs, GPUs are currently used in high-integrity systems
by employing a safety-certified (SC) API like OpenGL SC 2, which focuses on
graphics operations, or OpenVX SC, which is used for vision operations [9].
These certified APIs exist because GPUs are already used in high-integrity sys-
tems for a long time in order to perform visualization-related tasks. For example,
GPUs drive screens within aircraft cockpits and display speed or engine rotations
per minute on cars’ dashboards. These GPUs are programmed with MISRA-C
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compliant (M1), certified graphics or vision solutions for the highest criticality
levels of high integrity systems, which are subsets of the larger general-purpose
standards. As such, their runtime system is smaller than the fully-fledged one
of the general-purpose standards (M5), but it is still required and needs to
be qualified. Obviously, commercial implementations for these APIs are pro-
vided, therefore their implementations are proprietary (M6), and consequently,
important information about their internals is not available. Also, and more
importantly, these solutions only focus on graphics and visual processing tasks
instead of general-purpose computations. Although this has some benefits, e.g.,
thanks to this property their processing model resembles a pipeline, in which
memory positions can be only read or written by only one parallel element,
and thus avoiding data races (M4), they do not natively offer the flexibility of
general-purpose computation.

In the case of OpenGL SC 2, while it can be leveraged for general-purpose
computations [9], it can do so at the cost of a highly complex and excessively
large codebase (M8), which again increases the certification costs. The same
happens with OpenVX SC, where complicated task graphs need to be con-
structed manually by the programmer [3]. Complex compiler/tool support is
required for both the above solutions in terms of GPU tooling, not differently
from compute APIs (M2). This is because GPUs are not standalone systems
but accelerators that need to be programmed, so complex, low-level operations
are needed in the driver/runtime system to program the GPU and manage data
transfers (M8).

Despite the fact that both OpenGL SC 2 and OpenVX SC are designed
to facilitate certification, their standards do not provision timing [3], which is
an essential element of real-time systems. As a consequence, both methods
face the same challenges we identified in the previous subsection with compute
APIs for the computation of WCET (M2), since they both rely on ‘cryptic’,
highly complex GPU hardware (M7) that is not supported by commercial timing
analysis tools (M2).

Another issue of these solutions is that they do not support interoperability
with commonly used libraries, e.g., for matrix operations or machine learning
inference, which are frequently used for the development of autonomous systems
(M9).

3.4 Putting It All Together

Overall, GPU-related DPAs are not yet generally suitable for certified applica-
tions and systems, and only restricted applications of those – and with non-
negligible costs – are suitable for safety-related systems as of now. Therefore,
they cannot be considered as drop-in replacements of scalar computation and
VExt, so we leave them out of any comparison.

OpenMP is currently being assessed as a future approach to gain perfor-
mance building on parallelization, both considering safety-related domains [35,
36], and the space domain with the support of the European Space Agency [38].
Hence, while this approach is not yet generally compatible with safety-related
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systems, we assess its potential in the evaluation section considering both, the
use of OpenMP on scalar code, and on code combining OpenMP with VExt.

4 Vector Extensions

This section assesses VExt adopting the same metrics used in the previous
section to evaluate other data processing paradigms.

4.1 Context of Application

A large range of time-critical applications in the context of Advanced Driver
Assistance Systems (ADAS) and autonomous driving, such as those related to
object detection and navigation, are good candidates for vectorization rather
than for other DPAs such as on GPUs. There are two reasons for that, (1)
due to the certification challenges brought by GPUs and (2) because of the
characteristics of the application.

Regarding certification, GPUs are highly efficient in executing massively
parallel workloads with large data sets. However, they cannot be generally
deployed in high-integrity systems, and only a few specific GPUs and runtimes
have been successfully included in certified applications with high costs for their
certification (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3).

Regarding the application characteristics, we observe the following:

• Some control applications often include parallel – not yet massive – compu-
tations too small to be deployed in a GPU due to the kernel preparation
and launch costs, but still being performance-critical and amenable for
parallelization (e.g., by means of vectorization). For instance, automotive
radar applications [21, 61] work on small workloads (e.g., 8x16 and 16x16
matrices), and apply a number of algebraic operations on the data such as
the generation of covariance matrices, Hessenberg matrices, P matrices,
Eigenvalues, Eigenvectors, QR iterations and the like [19, 37]. Those oper-
ations consist of rather simple loops (with one or two nesting levels) inter-
twined with sequential code and executed within external loops. Hence,
such code, generally in the form of matrix-matrix and matrix-vector op-
erations with relatively small matrices and vectors, is highly amenable for
vectorization but not friendly for deployment on a GPU.

• Also, autonomous driving frameworks like Apollo [6] use matrix-multiplication-
based deep and recurrent neural networks in several stages like object de-
tection, object tracker, etc. Each of those stages has different execution
times and works with different input sizes [50].

This section shows that VExt tools and code do not present the qualification
and certification issues of that for GPUs while exploiting with low-overhead the
parallelism present in some control applications. VExt benefits are summarized
in the last column of Table 1.
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4.2 Timing analysis

Industrial-quality methods exist based on static and dynamic (i.e., measurement-
based) analysis techniques or a combination thereof [65]. Timing analysis ap-
proaches have been prevalently deployed on traditional SISD (single instruction
single data) models. While moving from the SISD to SIMD may have some
implications on the specific analysis technique, we contend the same techniques
are effectively applicable to vector operations (M2).

4.2.1 Measurement-Based Timing Analysis

The use of SIMD operations has practically no impact on pure measurement-
based timing analysis approaches as these methods operate in a black-box man-
ner, without any assumption on the underlying ISA [65]. Slightly different
considerations apply to hybrid methods, where measurements at small granu-
larity (e.g., basic blocks) are combined based on structural information on the
program control flow graph (CFG) [18]. For this family of approaches, we main-
tain that the only issues that may arise are those occurring when vectorization
is automatically produced by aggressive compiler optimizations (as in the static
timing analysis case). This paper completely excludes this scenario by advocat-
ing for the explicit use of vector instructions. In Section 5.2.1 we show how the
RapiTime commercial timing analysis tool [16] is able to provide timing analysis
results for the vectorized code we have generated.

4.2.2 Static Timing Analysis

In static timing analysis techniques [65], vector operations need to be explicitly
considered both in the low-level timing model and high-level hardware modeling
phase.

In terms of the low-level timing analysis, vector operations are analogous
to non-vector (scalar) operations, in the sense that their low-level hardware
latencies are either constant or tightly bounded. As shown in Section 2, the
operation of vector instructions in the front-end of the processor (fetch, decode,
rename) is the same as scalar instructions, while in the back-end, SIMD vector
instructions operate on all data loaded into a vector register in a single operation.
That is, if the width of vector operations is 32 bytes (e.g., 8 floats), vector loads
fetch 32 bytes at once, and vector add/mult/... operations are applied to the
full register (e.g., 8 floats) at the same time (M7).

Also, by defining vector instructions and adding them to the ISA, the com-
piler or the user can use them to explicitly identify which operations should be
performed at the vector unit. The duration of the vector simple and complex,
integer and floating-point units operations vary across architectures, but they
have a fixed latency or experience limited jitter. The same applies to scalar
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functional units. For instance, for the NXP T2080, the VSIU has single-cycle
latency for most operations, the VCIU has three-cycle latency, and the VFPU
has a four-cycle latency [20]. As another example, in the Arm Cortex-A57 [4]
– used in a variety of devices and SoCs such as NVIDIA TX1 and TX2 [39, 40]
– instructions such as VMUL, VSLI, VMAX, VMIN, etc. take 3-6 cycles. Jittery
vector instructions – if any – would bring analogous concerns for timing anal-
ysis to their scalar counterparts. For instance, scalar divisions, either integer
or floating point, have input-dependent variable latency in several processors,
but the same considerations made by the static timing analysis tools for those
scalar instructions would apply to their vector counterparts.

When considering higher-level timing modeling, in general, vector instruc-
tions do not introduce specific semantics affecting the program instruction and
data flows. Similar to scalar load/store operations, the semantics of vector
load/store operations require some minor adjustments to the data flow analysis
and hardware models of pipelines and caches, for example. Few works have
considered the implications between timing analysis and the SIMD model. The
only relevant objection is about the use of (auto) vectorization due to aggressive
compiler optimizations, compromising the effectiveness of data-flow analysis and
the validity of flow-facts [32]. In fact, these objections are avoided by construc-
tion in the scenario considered in this work, as we advocate for the explicit use
of the ISA vector extensions by the programmer or an automated code generator
via vector intrinsics (Section 4.3).

Only a small subset of vector operations might exhibit more elaborated se-
mantics than the ones that make them harder to analyze. These instructions
are added for performance optimization reasons in mainstream systems. As an
example, we find vector gather and scatter operations that generalize load/store
operations. The gather instruction allows to populate a register with data com-
ing from non-consecutive memory locations, either with a given stride among
them or even different strides that can be handled by providing the vector in-
struction indexes to the data to fetch. The scatter operation simply does the
opposite, i.e., scattering the contents of a register over the memory. It is simi-
lar to store operation, however, it can handle non-contiguous memory accesses.
Vector gather/scatter are considered complex instructions, and usually, their
latency is longer than other vector instructions due to their complexity. While
these operations are useful, there is no functionality that cannot be developed
without them, i.e., using only simple vector instructions. Avoiding the use of
complex vector operations implies using other simpler vector operations instead,
which can result in an increase in code size and execution time. On the other
hand, however, it simplifies timing analysis. In the evaluation section, we show
how representative neural network kernels used for autonomous operation in
high-integrity systems can be implemented without using complex vector opera-
tions while obtaining significant performance improvements over non-vectorized
versions of the same kernels.
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Table 2: Arm NEON vector intrinsics and the vector ISA operations they are
translated into by the compiler

Vector Intrinsic Vector Operation Description

int32x4 t vaddq s32

(int32x4 t a, int32x4 t

b)

ADD Vd.4S,Vn.4S,

Vm.4S

Adds elements in the two source reg-
isters, places the results into a vector,
and writes the vector to the destination
register.

int16x8 t vsubw high s8

(int16x8 t a, int8x16 t

b)

SSUBW2

Vd.8H,Vn.8H,

Vm.16B

Subtracts each vector element in the
lower or upper half of the second source
register from the corresponding vec-
tor element in the first source register,
places the result in a vector, and writes
the vector to the destination register.

int16x8 t vld1q s16

(int16 t const * ptr)

LD1 Vt.8H,[Xn] Loads multiple single-element struc-
tures from memory and writes the re-
sult to one, two, three, or four registers.

4.3 Abstraction and MISRA-C compliance

Implementing a software function or parts thereof with VExt builds on two
elements: built-in types and built-in functions (intrinsics). They provide ab-
stractions that simplify the use of VExt and the certification of programs using
VExt (M8).

Today, most compilers, including those that are open-source (e.g., GCC and
LLVM), provide complete support for vector instructions. Vector intrinsics, or
simply intrinsics, are function calls that provide a clear mapping to specific
assembly vector instructions. Hence, the compiler can replace them with appro-
priate vector instructions in the ISA. Therefore, intrinsics provide direct access
to the exact vector instructions the user needs. Table 2 shows a few examples
(add, subtract and load) of Arm NEON vector intrinsics as well as the vector
operations in the Arm64 ISA they translate to. It follows that no runtime sup-
port is needed for VExt (M5 and M6). In fact, intrinsics align to the MISRA-C
approach to deal with assembly code (M1). In particular, MISRA-C requires
that “assembly language shall be encapsulated and isolated” (MISRA C 2012,
Directive 4.3).

Intrinsics can be as optimal as implementing code directly in assembly with-
out requiring the programmer to deal with the burden of managing low-level de-
tails like register allocation. Overall, vector intrinsics provide the right balance
between abstraction – so as to avoid shifting VExt management responsibility
to the programmer increasing development and validation costs – and control-
lability – so as to avoid complex transformations between the source code and
the object code or the actual code executed (M8).

Another advantage of VExt in terms of abstraction and reduction of devel-
opment and validation costs is the existence of widely used libraries for several
architectures, which are accelerated with vector instructions (M9). An example
of such libraries are the BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms)-compatible
implementations ATLAS, OpenBLAS, and Intel MKL, to name a few, which im-
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1 void mul_add_baseline

2 (const int N,

3 const float X[],

4 const float Y[],

5 float Z[])

6 {

7 int i;

8 for(i = 0; i < N; ++i){

9 Z[i] += Y[i] * X[i];

10 }

11

12 }

1 mul_add_baseline:

2 cmp w0, 0

3 ble .L1

4 mov x4, 0

5 .p2align 3

6 .L3:

7 ldr s0, [x2, x4, lsl 2]

8 ldr s2, [x1, x4, lsl 2]

9 ldr s1, [x3, x4, lsl 2]

10 fmadd s0, s0, s2, s1

11 str s0, [x3, x4, lsl 2]

12 add x4, x4, 1

13 cmp w0, w4

14 bgt .L3

15 .L1:

16 ret

(a) Multiply-add Function in C (b) Compiler-generated assembly code

Figure 4: C and assembly code of a simple multiply-addition function.

plement operations between matrices and array vectors and that are frequently
used in the development of autonomous driving software.

4.4 Code Coverage

Achieving structural code coverage requirements is a fundamental and recurring
concern in the validation of high-integrity real-time systems. Domain-specific
standards and regulations set specific coverage goals based on the criticality of
the system or application under test [54]. Coverage objectives typically range
in between baseline statement coverage and Modified Condition Decision Cov-
erage (MC/DC). The vast majority of existing tools and techniques for code
coverage build on widely-acknowledged coverage criteria that apply to sequen-
tial programs and do not straightforwardly apply to parallel programming and
GPUs programming paradigms in reason of their specific execution models as
well as memory model [10, 47]. Although few preliminary approaches for multi-
threaded programming have been proposed [26], structural coverage on this class
of programs tends to be overly complex and, still, not consolidated.

Conversely, the SIMD paradigm is not encumbered by the complexities of
GPU and parallel programming in general. In particular, VExt preserve the
single-threaded execution model and, hence, do not jeopardize the applicability
of coverage criteria for single-threaded programming (M3). In Section 5.3, we
show how a commercial and qualified code coverage tool supports the vectorized
versions of our neural network kernels without reporting any compatibility issue.

4.5 Testing and race conditions

Vector extensions generally perform the same operation on multiple data simul-
taneously and synchronously for computing instructions. That is, they exploit
data parallelism but not concurrency, preventing issues arising in parallel pro-
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gramming models and GPUs, such as data races (M4) and barrier divergence,
to name just a few.

In the case of memory load and store operations, read and write operations
respectively are performed serially in a specific order, as if they were indepen-
dent instructions of a single-threaded program. Therefore, while latencies may
vary, the internal order of read and write operations in a vector load or store
is preserved, hence avoiding race conditions by construction. As a result, all
executions of a vector instruction will always trigger the only possible order
among its individual operations: this simplifies testing drastically, since those
approaches effectively deployed on sequential code can be used directly on vector
code with the same advantages and limitations.

4.6 Scalable VExt and VCOP

Next we assess the different properties presented above for VExt for scalable
VExt and VCOP. In terms of timing (Section 4.2), with scalable VExt a given
instruction might be translated into multiple (micro) operations depending on
the actual hardware implementation (e.g., 8 operations are required for a scal-
able vector of 1024 bits if the hardware vector pipeline supports 128 bits). From
the programmers perspective, this means that the instruction might take longer
where the hardware vector pipeline is smaller than the size of the scalable vector.
With VCOP latencies can increase due to the off-loading of vector operations
to the VCOP and the retrieval of data back to the main processor, yet their
execution would be as predictable as regular scalar operations. The key differ-
entiating element is whether VCOP is shared or not among the different cores of
the MPSoC. If it is not, the same principles defined for the timing of VExt apply
to VCOP. If it is shared, a new whole set of problems arise due to multicore
contention [48].

MISRA-C compliance (Section 4.3), code coverage (Section 4.5), and race
condition testing (Section 4.5) are not affected by scalable VExt and VCOP,
as the abstraction provided to the programmer is the same, where the main
difference w.r.t scalable VExt is the hardware implementation. For instance,
if a scalable VExt instruction is executed, then all the chunks of the scalable
VExt instructions are executed, so code coverage is maintained at the vector
instruction as for VExt.

4.7 Illustrative Example

In order to consolidate some of the concepts presented in this section, we il-
lustrate the use of vector intrinsics and the generated vector ISA operations.
We focus on Arm NEON SIMD vector intrinsics [5] since those are the VExt
implemented in our target platform. We start by showing the implementation
of a simple vector (array) multiply-addition function in C in Figure 4 (a), which
is similar to the saxpy function found in popular mathematical libraries such as
BLAS and the generated assembly instructions without VExt using the GCC
compiler in Figure 4 (b). In the latter case, we can see that the code does not
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use vector instructions since all the used registers are w0-w4 (32-bit), x0-x4

(64-bit) and s0-s2 (32-bit). Line 9 in the C code translates into lines 7-11 in
the assembly code where we see the load operations for the elements of arrays
X, Y, and Z (lines 7-9), the floating-point multiply-add operation (line 10) and
the store to the array Z (line 11). The instructions in lines 7-11 are regular
scalar instructions. Assembly lines 12-14 correspond to the increment of the
loop counter and its conditional branch.

1 void mul_add_vector

2 (const int N,

3 const float X[],

4 const float Y[],

5 float Z[])

6 {

7 int i;

8 for(i = 0; i < N; i+=4) {

9 float32x4 t x = vld1q f32(&X[i]);

10 float32x4 t y = vld1q f32(&Y[i]);

11 float32x4 t z = vld1q f32(&Z[i]);

12 z = vmlaq f32(z, y, x);

13 vst1q f32(&Z[i],z);

14 }

15 }

1 mul_add_vector:

2 cmp w0, 0

3 ble .L10

4 sub w0, w0, #1

5 add x4, x1, 16

6 lsr w0, w0, 2

7 add x0, x4, x0, uxtw 4

8 .p2align 3

9 .L12:

10 ldr q1, [x1], 16

11 ldr q2, [x2], 16

12 ldr q0, [x3]

13 cmp x1, x0

14 fmla v0.4s, v2.4s, v1.4s

15 str q0, [x3], 16

16 bne .L12

17 .L10:

18 ret

(a) C vectorized multiply-add (b) Vector assembly

Figure 5: Vector implementation and compiler-generated assembly code of the
multiply-addition function.

Figure 5 (a) shows the same example of multiply-addition function in C but
using vector intrinsics. The generated assembly looks very similar with just a
few key differences. Assembly lines 4-7 in the initialization are different because
now the loop counter increases by 4 each time, instead of 1. This accounts
for the fact that vector instructions operate on 4 data elements of type float
instead of just 1 float as in the scalar case. Assembly lines 10-12 and 15 are
the loads/stores as before, but this time the registers q0-q2 are vector registers
(128-bit long). This is one way vector instructions in the ISA are exposed
to the software, namely, the same opcode as scalar instructions but on vector
registers. Assembly line 14 with the fmla operation performs a vector floating-
point multiply-add operation on 128-bit (4 floats) operands. That is because
it uses the registers v0.4s-v2.4s, which are the same 128-bit long registers
as q0-q2, but this time are treated as vectors of 4 single-precision elements of
32-bit.

As shown in Figure 4(b) and Figure 5(b), scalar and vector assembly instruc-
tions individually, and the complete code block globally, are pretty similar (e.g.,
ldr), and their main differences are in the use of different register type (e.g.,
floating-point registers for scalar instructions, and vector registers for vector
instructions).
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Overall, with this example we have illustrated the use of vector intrinsics
(e.g., vld1q f32, vmlaq f32 and vst1q f32) and how they translate into vector
operations, creating a simple mapping between source code and object code.
Also, we have shown how scalar and vector code share the same control flow,
hence simplifying timing analysis and code coverage.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we assess the execution time reductions achieved by deploying
VExt in COTS MPSoC on a set of representative kernels for neural network
computation. We also develop OpenMP, OpenMP+VExt, and GPU imple-
mentations for those kernels to provide a more solid comparison in terms of
performance. Finally, we provide evidence that, unlike for the other FPA, ex-
isting commercial and qualified code coverage tools support VExt out of the
box.

5.1 Experimental Setup

We conduct our experiments on an NVIDIA AGX Xavier platform, which in-
cludes an octa-core Arm v8 CPU [41]. Arm processors are widely used in various
domains, from high-performance domains, such as artificial intelligence and au-
tomotive, to low-power edge devices such as IoT devices. Table 3 shows the
specifications and features of the CPU in the NVIDIA AGX Xavier and its
vector unit, which implements NEON VExt. Note that there exist very few
implementations of the recent Arm SVE VExt, which we discuss in Section 6,
but none of them in embedded processors used in real-time domains.

Table 3: CPU and Vector configurations of the Xavier SoC.

Hardware block Feature Configuration

CPU Cores 8-core Arm v8
L1 caches 128KB 4-way icache, 64KB 4way dcache
L2 caches 2MB 16-way L2 per cluster of 2 cores
L3 cache 4MB 16-way L3 shared

VExt Vector Instruction Arm v8.2 NEON unit
Vector Length 128 bits

GPU Micro-Architecture Volta
Streaming Multiprocessors (SM) 8
Warp-width 32 threads
CUDA Cores 512 (64 per SM)

DRAM 32 GB, 256-bit LPDDR4x, 137 GB/s

We have developed vectorized code for two well-known functions, which are
widely used and of relevance in a wide set of high-integrity functions in increased-
autonomy products [6, 42]. For each of them, we develop two variants to capture
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the variable size and form-factor of some vectorizable control applications as
described in Section 4.1.

• General Matrix Multiplication (GEMM) is a common algorithm in linear
algebra, machine learning, statistics, and many other domains. This func-
tion is used not only in a variety of scientific algorithms and functions,
but also in deep learning frameworks where the core operations are imple-
mented building on the GEMM operation, as well as in radar applications
for computations such as covariance matrices. We evaluate two versions
of the GEMM kernel:

– GEMMa, that uses asymmetric matrices as in the convolutional layers
of neural networks. We used the following matrix dimensions M ×
N ×K = 64 × 92000 × 288.

– GEMMs, that uses symmetric matrices with dimensions 2048×2048×
2048.

• YOLO Object Detection [52]. You Only Look Once (YOLO) is a state-of-
the-art, real-time object detection system. YOLO is exposed to represen-
tative images during training and test time, so it implicitly encodes con-
textual information about classes as well as their appearance. YOLO [52]
learns generalizable representations of the objects so that, when trained on
natural images and tested on artworks, the algorithm outperforms other
top detection methods.

We deploy different versions of YOLO: YOLOl is the default version avail-
able with high-resolution images, whereas YOLOs has been created to ex-
periment with smaller footprints and thus, different use of the processor.

YOLOl uses 608 × 608 data inputs and all layers of the YOLO’s neural
network, which packs 106 layers where 75 are convolutional. This results
in a total of 7.03 × 1010 multiply-add instructions. Given its size, the
computations take relatively long to be performed.

We also implemented a small version (YOLOs) that uses 416 × 416 data
inputs and a reduced set of 22 layers, where 16 of them are convolutional,
which results in 2.78 × 109 multiply-add instructions. These changes lead
to faster computations.

5.2 Performance Analysis

We evaluate the performance obtained with VExt comparing it with purely
scalar versions of the code. For completeness, and given that OpenMP is cur-
rently being considered for future safety-related systems (see Section 3.4), we
also evaluate OpenMP implementations, including combinations of VExt and
OpenMP since they are orthogonal.
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1 void gemm_vector(const int M, const int N, const int K,

2 const float ALPHA, const float A[], const int lda,

3 const float B[], const int ldb, const float BETA,

4 float C[], const int ldc)

5 {

6 int i,j,k;

7 for(i = 0; i < M*N; i+=4){

8 float32x4 t vec_C = vld1q f32(&C[i]);

9 vec_C = vmulq n f32(vec_C,BETA)

10 vst1q f32(&C[i],vec_C);

11 }

12 for(i = 0; i < M; ++i){

13 register int i_a = i*lda, i_c = i*ldc;

14 for(k = 0; k < K; k+=4){

15 float32x4 t vec_A_alpha = vld1q f32(&A[i_a+k]);

16 vec_A_alpha = vmulq n f32(vec_A_alpha,ALPHA);

17 register int k_b0 = k*ldb, k_b1 = k_b0+ldb;

18 register int k_b2 = k_b1+ldb, k_b3 = k_b2+ldb;

19 for(j = 0; j < N; j+=4){

20 float32x4 t vec_C = vld1q f32(&C[i_c+j]);

21 float32x4 t vec_B = vld1q f32(&B[k_b0+j]);

22 vec_C = vmlaq laneq f32(vec_C,vec_B,vec_A_alpha,0);

23 vec_B = vld1q f32(&B[k_b1+j]);

24 vec_C = vmlaq laneq f32(vec_C,vec_B,vec_A_alpha,1);

25 vec_B = vld1q f32(&B[k_b2+j]);

26 vec_C = vmlaq laneq f32(vec_C,vec_B,vec_A_alpha,2);

27 vec_B = vld1q f32(&B[k_b3+j]);

28 vec_C = vmlaq laneq f32(vec_C,vec_B,vec_A_alpha,3);

29 vst1q f32(&C[i_c+j],vec_C);

30 } } } }

Figure 6: GEMM NEON vectorized code.
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5.2.1 NEON Results

We have used RapiTime commercial timing analysis tool [16], which is qualified
for both avionics and automotive use. We focus on the high-water mark execu-
tion time. Figure 7 shows the performance results of both VExt and OpenMP
for both kernels. Since the maximum speedup we can get with the implementa-
tion of VExt in the target processor is 4 (VExt works with 128b registers, which
translates into four 32b elements), the OpenMP implementation is executed for
2 (OMP2) and 4 (OMP4) cores for a fair comparison.

GEMM. For GEMMa, Figure 7a, the performance improvement achieved
with NEON is 2.04x, therefore, almost equal to OMP2 (2.04x). OMP4 achieves
4.02x performance improvement. GEMMa’s performance gains of NEON are
limited because the innermost loop of the matrix multiplication (lines 19-30 in
Figure 6) iterates over N , which is 92,000 for GEMMa. In this scenario, the
data used by the algorithm does not fit in the L1 data cache (64KB): 92,000
elements times 2 matrices times 4 bytes per element results in a footprint of
≈719KB. This causes the benchmark not to fully exploit the potential of the
NEON (vector) units. Instead, GEMMs iterates over 2048 elements only for the
innermost loop, so it accesses 16KB in total for all matrices, reusing data for
some matrices in the L1 cache. Hence, it can deliver higher gains than GEMMa
(2.66x instead of 2.04x). GEMMs performance improvement is hence greater
than that of OMP2 (2.13x).

YOLO: For YOLOl we see in Figure 7b how NEON achieves slightly better
performance results than OMP2 (around 2x). For YOLOs, NEON outperforms
OMP2 reaching 2.35x improvements, and gets closer to OMP4, which respec-
tively achieves 3.28x improvements. OMP’s performance improvement reduces
for YOLOs as OMP’s overheads for thread management and synchronization
at the beginning and the end of the execution have a relatively higher impact.
VExt do not have that type of overheads. Moreover, VExt get higher per-
formance for YOLOs because YOLOs is more CPU bounded as the data fits
in the caches. YOLOl is more dominated by cache/memory and less by CPU
transactions, hence inducing worse relative performance for VExt.

5.2.2 NEON+OMP Results

In the long term, VExt can be combined with other data processing paradigms
when these other paradigms find their way to certification. In order to assess
the potential benefits, we developed versions of our kernels using OpenMP and
vectorization (VExt). For the OpenMP versions, we measure the time manually
instead of using a qualified commercial timing analysis tool, as no such tool
supports OpenMP (M2 in Section 3.1). The key question we address is whether
both data processing paradigms attack the same sources of parallelism, and
hence, their combination does not bring additional performance benefits, or
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Figure 7: Performance improvements achieved with VExt and OpenMP over a
scalar single thread version.
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Figure 8: Performance improvements achieved with VExt+OpenMP over a
scalar single thread version. Note the different scales in the Y axis in both
charts.

instead, their combination effectively results in performance benefits higher than
those obtained by each of them individually.

Figure 8 shows the performance improvements of OpenMP+VExt (NEON+OMP).
We can see that in all four kernel variants, the benefits obtained by combining
VExt (NEON) and OpenMP (OMP) are quite high for 2 and 4 cores reaching
around 5x for YOLO and around 4x and 11x for GEMMa and GEMMs, respec-
tively. Comparing this to the results of OMP without VExt, we see a significant
improvement from VExt on top of OMP. In the best base (GEMMs) for 2 cores,
the improvement goes from 2.1x with OMP2 to 5.9x with OMP2+NEON, and
for 4 cores from 4.2x to 12.1x.

These improvements are not only bigger than those of OpenMP and VExt
individually, but they are relatively close to the product of their individual
performance improvements for each method. In Table 4 the first three result
columns show the individual performance improvements. The following two
columns present the theoretical improvements that could be achieved by mul-
tiplying NEON and OMPx speedups. The final 2 columns report the actual
improvement we observed in our experiments. As it can be seen, the predicted
improvements for NEON+OMPx are mostly aligned with those observed in our
implementation, being GEMMa the only clear exception.

Note that the combined performance of NEON+OMPx is generally a bit
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Table 4: Observed and predicted performance benefits

Multiplicative Observed
Kernel OMP2 OMP4 NEON NEON+OMP2 NEON+OMP4 NEON+OMP2 NEON+EMP4

GEMMa 2.0 4.0 2.0 4.2 8.2 2.4 4.0
GEMMs 2.1 4.2 2.7 5.7 11.3 5.9 12.1
YOLOl 1.9 3.7 2.0 3.8 7.3 2.9 5.0
YOLOs 1.8 3.3 2.4 4.3 7.7 3.5 5.3

lower than the theoretical multiplicative case. This relates to the fact that
data bandwidth requirements to load vectors increases, naturally, by a similar
factor, but data does not fit in L1 data caches for the innermost loops of the
kernels, so it needs to be fetched normally from the L2 cache. In the case of
GEMMs, data fits in L1 for the innermost loop, as explained before, and hence
its higher speedup. In the case of GEMMa, data does not fit, and hence its
lower speedup. In the case of YOLOl and YOLOs, they combine operations
with the innermost loop data fitting in L1 or fitting only in L2, so their speedup
is in between that of GEMMa and GEMMs, being slightly higher for YOLOs
due to its relatively smaller working sets. L2 cache cannot fully maintain such
high bandwidth requested without some stalls in the access ports and queues,
which leads to slightly suboptimal performance scalability.

5.2.3 GPU Results

For completeness reasons, we have developed and executed GPU versions of the
two variants of both GEMM and YOLO. We executed them in the GPU of
the NVIDIA’s MPSoC whose main characteristics are listed in Table 3. The
GPU has a warp size of 32 threads, which is equivalent to a vector width of
32. It features 8 SMs, each capable of executing 2 warps at the time, which
provides a total CUDA core count of 512, ie. it is capable of executing 512
operations per GPU cycle. Figure 9 shows the speedup of GPU over other
DPA: VExt executed in a single core using VExt, VExt+OpenMP (executed
in 4 cores each with VExt enabled) and the baseline non-parallelized versions
of the kernel (single core and no VExt). It is noted that GPU execution times
have been captured manually, not via any timing analysis qualified tool (M2 in
Section 3.2 and Section 3.3).

• With respect to the baseline, as expected, GPUs provide significant im-
provements that range from 60x to 257x. For the YOLOs, the overheads
to move data from to the GPU reduce the performance benefits of GPUs
w.r.t. YOLOl. Likewise, for GEMMa, the use of asymmetric matrices
also causes a reduction of the benefits of the GPU w.r.t. GEMMs.

• Compared to VExt (NEON), and focusing on reduced-size kernels (repre-
sentative of some application scenarios with limited parallel computation
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needs) and non-symmetric problems (representative of some control ap-
plications), we see that GPU improvements over VExt are still significant
43x and 29x, yet much smaller than those for the baseline.

• When combining VExt and OpenMP (NEON+OpenMP), we see that
GPU benefits, while still significant, reduce to 19x and 15x, respectively.
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Figure 9: Performance improvements achieved with GPU over other DPA
(VExt, and VExt+OpenMP).

These raw performance improvement results confirm the higher degree of
parallelism exploitable by GPUs with respect to that VExt in current MPSoCs
used in high-integrity systems like the NVIDIA’s Xavier [41] in automotive and
the Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ [67] in avionics. Besides, in previous sections we
have discussed the difficulties to certify GPU software [62] and qualify the as-
sociated tools [34] so that the GPU performance benefits shown can be safely
exploited in high-integrity systems. VExt, which we show to address all certifi-
cation and qualification challenges for their fast adoption in high-integrity sys-
tems, and their combination with OpenMP (which has a much shorter horizon
to reach certification and qualification goals than GPUs) offer good performance
improvements.

In our view, in the long term, VExt+OpenMP will co-exist in MPSoCs
integrating multicore vector-enabled processors as well as GPUs; once GPUs can
address all certification and qualification challenges. Each of these DPAs will
cover different needs for parallelization and performance that future applications
will have.

5.3 Code Coverage

We use the RapiCover commercial code coverage tool [15] on the code shown in
Figure 6 to assess whether qualified code coverage tools support VExt. Rapi-
Cover fulfills tool qualification requirements for domains like avionics (DO-
178C/D, DO-330), automotive (ISO 26262) and others. Note that we cannot
make any comparison with the code coverage of other DPA as no qualified tool
support them (M3 in Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3).
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Among the analysis templates offered by RapiCover, we choose “ISO 26262
HR ASIL D”, which is the highest certification level provided by the tool for
automotive. In Table 5 we show statement coverage and call coverage provided
by RapiCover. For each of them we show the following metrics in absolute units:
Req (Required coverage), Unk (Unknown, i.e. not instrumented or otherwise
addressed), Adr (Missing coverage addressed by justification); Cov (Coverage
achieved); and Total (Coverage achieved or addressed).

As it can be seen, all 33 statements (note that in Figure 6, line 6 does
not count as a statement because it is only a declaration without definition,
lines 13, 17, and 18 are double definitions count as 2 statements each, and the
“for” loops in lines 7, 12, 14, and 19 counts as 3 statements each, one for the
initialization, one for the condition, and one for the iterator update) in the code
where analyzed and hence full statement coverage is achieved.

Regarding call coverage, we see the 15 ‘function’ calls from our gemm vector

implementation (they correspond to the functions whose name is highlighted in
blue and start with ’v’ in Figure 6). These functions are, in turn, the vector
intrinsics in the code. Table 5 shows that all 15 functions were called and hence
we achieved full code coverage.

Overall, we conclude that VExt add no complexity to standard code cover-
age practice analysis and are supported by qualified tools out of the box. This
emanates from the fact that VExt exploit data-level parallelism and not concur-
rency, which would cause changes in the control flow and hence, in all metrics
related to coverage.

Table 5: RapiCover code coverage for vectorized GEMM in absolute units.

GEMM vector
Analysis Type Req Unk Adr Cov Total

Statements Coverage 33 0 0 33 33
Call Coverage 15 0 0 15 15

5.4 Discussion

As introduced in Section 4.1, certification challenges brought by other DPA
and the characteristics of some application (many control applications include
parallel regions that are small enough to be offloaded to a CPU) makes VExt
an excellent DPA option. Scalable VExt and VCOP also provide the main
properties achieved by VExt and hence bring the same benefits in terms of
reduced certification effort. Besides its low-overhead, performance-improving,
and minimal certification costs, we see that all chip vendors continue to provide
support for and improve VExt.

Vector sizes have been continuously increasing across product generations,
hence, increasing the maximum performance improving benefits of VExt. For
instance, Intel proposed Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX) to extend SSE by
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featuring a widened data path from 128 bits to 256 bits. More recently, Intel
has proposed AVX-512, the 512-bit extensions to the 256-bit AVX for the x86
instruction set architecture. Likewise, Arm SVE supports wide vectors of up to
2048 bits and the RISC-V Vector extension up to 216. Although currently, most
Arm processors with SVE have only 128-bit, this can increase in the future,
effectively increasing the speedups obtained with SVE. RISC-V CPU imple-
mentations (not VCOP) with vector extensions use similar sizes. It is noted
that the scalable VExt performance gain over scalar code is not proportional to
the vector size but to the width of the vector pipeline. In this line, VCOP offer
another good path to increase performance while containing certification costs.

6 Related Works

From the first computer implementing the SIMD concept in the ’60s, the Illiac-
IV [7], and some follow-up interest in the ’70s, vector computers have not prolif-
erated due to their traditional narrow application market (i.e., scientific compu-
tation). Later on, SIMD vector extensions widely reached the desktop systems
with Intel’s MMX extension to the x86 architecture in 1996. This trend kept
growing, creating more powerful vector extensions (as mentioned at the end
of Section5). For instance, in x86, Intel first introduced SSE, which then was
improved to AVX, AVX2, and AVX512. Similarly, ARM started with a first
vector extension NEON that expanded with SVE, while RISC-V introduced the
scalable Vector Extension and is currently working a packed SIMD extension.
Recently, instead, vector processing has been applied at a small scale in the form
of vector co-processors and standalone vector accelerators with varying degrees
of coupling with the cores [31, 30, 60].

Vector co-processors and accelerators offer a different set of trade-offs than
vector extensions. First and foremost, VExt are often part of COTS scalar pro-
cessors (supported by their ISAs), and are already present in processors used
in the high-integrity domain and in multicore processors being evaluated for
adoption in high-integrity systems. Conversely, co-processors and accelerators
are often optional features of an MPSoC, typically providing richer functionality
than VExt, and hence, may not be explicitly supported by the ISA depending on
their degree of coupling. The most coupled incarnation of a vector co-processor
may be integrated analogously to VExt with minor differences related only to its
physical integration in the MPSoC, which may have negligible (if any) and con-
stant additional latencies w.r.t. VExt. Hence, those co-processors may offer the
same advantages as VExt. One such case is the Vicuna vector co-processor [49],
which supports the RISC-V Vector Extension and has been devised to be par-
ticularly time predictable. Other co-processors not particularly devised to be
time predictable [22, 33] may need further considerations. However, the main
challenge for the use of vector co-processors and accelerators for time-critical
applications is the fact that they are often conceived as external components
to the core with the aim of sharing them across cores for resource efficiency [8],
hence bringing concerns about timing interference across cores. Moreover, if
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vector co-processors and accelerators are shared and/or are physically placed
far from some cores in the MPSoC (or even in different chips), they may have
higher latencies to start and complete computation by not being integrated into
the core’s pipeline.

Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) have some commonalities with VExt,
since VLIW processors execute instruction bundles all at once, hence processing
data in parallel in a predetermined manner. However, unlike VExt, VLIW do
not implement the SIMD concept and, instead, operate with heterogeneous in-
structions on heterogeneous data and are fully statically scheduled. VLIW pro-
cessors further require the compiler to take full control of instruction scheduling.

The implications of parallel programming on consolidated approaches to soft-
ware timing analysis have been increasingly considered to sustain the adoption
of high-performance computing platforms in performance-eager high-integrity
embedded systems [63, 46, 17]. From the perspective of timing analysability,
the main focus has been placed on the role of synchronization/communication
and critical sections [45, 46] or on the assumption of both a predictable hard-
ware platform and a simple fork-join model to support composability across
parallel tasks’ timing in isolation [63, 17]. From the opposite perspective, other
approaches have been focusing on the injection of a real-time dimension in con-
solidated (and more complex) parallel programming paradigms [36, 53]. Despite
the progress made in the last decade, none of these approaches has been devel-
oped into a successful fully-fledged approach for the certification of embedded
real-time high-integrity systems.

7 Conclusions

We performed a thorough analysis of the challenges for the use of several data
processing approaches (DPAs) in high-integrity embedded domains. We showed
that GPU-related DPAs are not yet generally suitable for certified applications.
Also, while OpenMP is not yet generally compatible with certification and qual-
ification requirements in high-integrity systems, it is currently assessed in some
safety-related domains. We showed how vector extensions (VExt) address all
major certification and qualification challenges of the aforementioned DPAs.
In particular, vector intrinsics are a mechanism providing a good balance be-
tween control and abstraction, achieving the best of both controllability and
performance, as required in embedded high-integrity systems. In terms of ap-
plicability, VExt provide low-overhead, performance improvements that fit the
identified scenarios in which some, yet not massive, parallelism is needed. We
provided experimental evidence that VExt are analyzable with commercial qual-
ified out-of-the-box code coverage tool ad timing analysis tools. We also showed
the performance benefits of vectorized matrix multiplication and object detec-
tion kernels on a Jetson Xavier AGX, and how VExt combines with OpenMP
to reach even higher performance improvements. Overall, our analysis shows
that VExt provide reasonable performance improvements, which will increase
based on current prospects by different chip vendors on the size of vector sizes
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in their chips, while offering a straight path for certification, removing the ma-
jor stumbling blocks found in the road to certification by other DPA based on
parallel programming models and GPUs.
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